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10 steps to creating 
an effective logo
If you are reading this, it’s more than likely you want to create a logo 

or are looking at updating an existing logo.

You may be a graphic designer working on behalf of a client, a 

professional starting a new business or a student learning the 

design process. WIth this in mind, I hope the following will inform, 

educate and even inspire you to create a logo you love and that 

communicates value to your customers. While the following, by no 

means includes ‘all’ you need to know about logo design, it will none-

the-less give you a greater understanding and appreciation for the 

process involved in designing a logo.

www.TheLittleDesignLab.com
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The ‘logo’ defined
Before we look at the design process, let’s take a moment to define 

what a logo is by reviewing its history. The term ‘logo’ dates back to 

ancient Greece, and it literally means ‘name’. Although, along the 

way, it became associated with symbols and trademarks.

Since the prehistoric age, man has been communicating his ideas by 

way of symbols. Logos or symbols have been associated with coins, 

coat of arms, emblems, marks and signatures. The purpose behind 

these marks is to identify, distinguish or signify ownership. 

By the industrial age, the ’stand-alone-logo’ was getting lost in the 

crowd of mass-produced products. Consequently, a ‘design system’ 

was introduced to support the logo which we now call ‘branding’. 

Even in today’s digital age, the ‘logo’ must adapt cross a diverse 

range of digital mediums and applications for television, print, 

mobile devices and the web.

As you can see, the designer draws on centuries of symbolism and 

uses their knowledge and skill of technology to craft a logo that is 

relevant to its audience. Which brings us back to ‘your’ logo…

Where to start?

Know your brands ‘position’ & ‘message’
Before beginning the design process, its important to do the ground 

work. You need to be clear on your brand’s ‘position’ and ‘message’ 

before starting to create your logo:

1.  your brands ‘position’ (in relation to your competitors - your 

 value to customers)

2. your brands ‘message’ (your consistent corporate image or 

 personality that makes you stand out in the crowd)

To help you clarify your brands position and message answer the 

following five questions:   

What do you do? 

Define in a few words or a tag line

What do you sell? 

Define your products or services

Who do you sell to? 

Define your ideal customer

What makes you unique? 

Identify your strengths and talents

What customer value or benefits does your product or service 

offer? 

Define how you solve customer problems and meet their needs?

Once you’ve answered these questions you should now have more 

clarity on your brand ‘position’ and ‘message’.
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What you want in a logo
To help you work through this process of what you should look for in 

a well designed logo consider the following:

Recognisable 

The logo’s appearance should be unlike that of other logos - 

distinctive, memorable and attractive

Refined 

The logo avoids inappropriate images, fonts, colours and elements 

that take away from its message

Relatable 

The logo uses imagery that best represents either the product or 

service

Readable  

Whether the logo appears on a button or billboard it should be easy 

to read.

Relational  

Each element in the logo should hold together giving a sense of 

unity and strength

Once you have established ‘what you want’ in a logo you are ready to 

start the design process.

Now follow these steps
1. Research Resources 
use online resources to research logo designs. For example choose 

10 logos from www.dribbble.com or www.logomoose.com and from 

those 10 choose the ones you like, noting why you like them. Do the 

same for the ones you do not like, note why you do not like them. 

This will help you think methodically through the decision making 

process.

2. Create a mood board 
A mood board is a type of collage that may consist of images, text 

and samples of objects. Use it to develop your design concepts 

and to share your ideas with others. Create your mood board using 

online resources and tools or offline with tactile materials.

BONUS TIP:  I like to use Pinterest. You can bookmark, store and 

share images and videos online. It is an easy way to collect and 

display inspiration for fonts, colours, illustrations, photos etc

3. Start with a Sketch 
Capture your initial ideas with pen and paper. By doing this you 

prevent the tendency to work on finer detail which should be done 

digitally on the computer.

4. Convert to digital
Having communicated your idea on paper scan your sketch and bring 

into a vector drawing program like Adobe® Illustrator® CC. From 

www.dribbble.com
http://www.logomoose.com
http://www.pinterest.com
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there you can bring your logo idea to life by converting it, refining it, 

and applying it to different layouts and formats for print and web.

5. Begin in black & white 
By starting in black & white, it is easier to judge composition, 

balance, positive and negative space. The logo should work first as 

100% black. Simplicity is the key. When the logo works well in black 

& white, colour will only enhance it. Take into consideration that it 

could be reduced significantly in size for newsprint or on a website 

favicon. Thin rules and small spaces will not reproduce well so you 

may need to create a reduced version of the logo.

6. Choose a colour scheme
Having refined the logo in black & white introduce some colour. 

As with black & white start by working in only one colour. Then if 

desired test various compatible colours. From these chosen colours 

create a colour palette that can be used independently over various 

applications like printed promotional material, website or product 

range. Keep in mind that the colours used should be in keeping with 

the personality of the logo.

Colours can be selected using CMYK, RGB or Pantone© colour 

swatches.

BONUS TIP: If you want inspiration on colour themes check out 

Adobe® Kuler® colour wheel.

This free online application (also available as a mobile app) allows 

you to create and share colour themes as well as sync themes back 

to your Adobe® Illustrator® CC file.

7. Tackle the typography 
As with colour, the font used in a logotype needs to be compatible 

with the logo icon or imagery. Start by illiminating inappropriate font 

styles. A bold chisel font would not be appropriate for a feminine 

jewellery range. As a cursive script would be inappropriate for a 

trucking company. Test the word in different fonts, sizes, positions, 

legibility as well as the placement alongside the logo icon. Whether 

the logotype works better to the right or the left or above.

BONUS TIP: If you are looking for inspiration www.myfonts.com 

is  a great place to start. Seen a font you like but not sure what its 

called? Upload a screen shot of the font to www.myfont.com ‘What’s 

the font’. The site will search for possible matches from its font 

collection. You can purchase and download fonts for print and web.

8. Take a birds eye view 
Once you are happy with the look of the logo consider the different 

ways the logo will be used in different contexts. Will it be used on 

a letterhead, signage or on a web page header? Again, sketching 

possible layout options and design applications will help you identify, 

refine and eliminate problems later down the track. 

BONUS TIP: For the worst case scenario, test your reduced logo on 

low quality newsprint or as an online favicon with the dimensions of 

16x16 pixels. Thin rules and small spaces will not reproduce well so 

you may need to create a revised version of the logo.

9. Print and Check 
When a designer creates a print-oriented logo from the computer 

a test print is often run. The client will look at a pdf then run off a 

https://kuler.adobe.com/create/color-wheel/
http://www.myfonts.com/
http://www.myfonts.com/WhatTheFont/
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colour print on their in-house inkjet or laser. The commercial printer 

producing the stationery will proof the colour, type and images and 

once approved, run the job. With each step the colour will vary so it 

is essential to achieve colour consistency. The logo should have the 

same appearance across the websites, business cards or billboards.

BONUS TIP:: Don’t rely upon your colour monitor for colours. The 

screen uses millions of colours, brighter illumination than a non-

illuminated printed business card. Printed logos are made up of 

fewer colours and applied to varying surfaces such as paper, wood or 

plastic cards.

10. Stick to your Style Guide
Before venturing too far with your printing it’s recommended you 

create a style guide which provides guidelines for the way your logo 

and brand identity must be presented. The benefit of a generating 

well designed, computer generated artwork is that you can control 

the cohesiveness of your logo with your brand identity. Adhering 

to your stye guide will ensure your offline and online presence is 

consistent.

BONUS TIP: A Branding Style Guide can be printed and kept in a ring 

binder for in-house use. It is also recommended you include a pdf of 

the Style Guide along with the digital logo files to anyone using your 

logo and brand identity specifying how fonts, colours, tag lines etc 

should be used.

Conclusion
There are many things to consider before designing a logo. Firstly, 

for your logo to ‘stand out in the crowd’ it must be supported by its 

brand. You need to be clear on your brand’s ‘position’ and ‘message’.

For a logo to be well designed it must be: recognisable, refined, 

relatable, readable and relational.

Use the ’10 steps to creating an effective logo’ as a check list along 

with the ‘Bonus Tips’. They will help save you time and money, 

avoiding problems that would naturally arise later down the track 

from lack of foresight.

Research, Collate and Capture - research resources, create a mood 

board, sketch your ideas on paper avoiding the finer details.

Scan your ideas into a vector drawing program, begin in black & 

white and then proceed with colour themes, tackle the typography, 

take a birds eye view of your overall brand identity, print, check and 

stick to your style guide.

You now know how to create an effective logo!

If you have any questions regarding what you’ve just read or would 

like help with your logo design feel free to contact me.

Heather Lee

TheLittleDesignLab.com

mailto:heather%40thelittledesignlab.com?subject=I%20need%20help%20with%20my%20logo%21
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